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What is the project about? 
Tele-Monkey is an animated short film about Joe, a monkey who 

leads a human life in a world where advertising has taken over all 
public and private space. His life revolves around his desk job and 
his obsession that advertising has a deeper meaning, some big 
secret that we do not understand. Its target audience is an adult one 
but stylistically, although it’s a bit dark, it is aimed at entertaining all. 
The project is set in a very unique world, a world that brings together 
elements of old and new Malta as well as elements from cities across 
the globe. On top of that it is a light-hearted project with an interesting 
question that should entertain its audience.

 
Why is it a first for Malta?

The project is a first on many levels - it is the first animated short 
film to be partly financed by the Malta Film Fund. It’s the first project 
of its kind to have a team made up solely of freelance artists who are 
amongst the top players in the local industry. It is also Malta’s first 
Stereoscopic 3D production and the first animated project from a 
Maltese team to explore these styles and level of detail.

 
Who are the major collaborators on the film?

The project was spearheaded by Martin Bonnici who acted as 
writer, director and producer on the project, and who led a team 
made up of Ivan Saliva (lead 3D artist), Benji Borg (lead animator), 
Matthew Grima Connell (production designer), Aleksander Bundalo 
(sound designer) & Spooky Monkey (a local music duo made up of 
Mike Quinton and Alex Spiteri Gingell who wrote the score). The 
project was also supported by Studio 7 Productions Ltd, Empire 
Cinemas, BeagleWorks & iTV Shopping Channel.

 
Where do you hope this and other projects will get you?

Tele-Monkey is the first step of many for our fledgling enterprise. 
In the coming months we’ll be submitting it to festivals around the 
globe in order to extend our network, generate new opportunities as 

well as get feedback from fellow filmmakers. At the moment we are 
developing another short film project which is being written by Martin 
Bonnici and Chris Galea. The new project called Shab has already 
been accepted for a European project called The European Short 
Pitch and is generating a lot of interest. We aim to keep on investing 
in short film as a way of generating interest in the local production 
industry, push our work beyond the limits of the local industry and 
extend our reach overall.

 
Do you have any other projects in the pipeline?

Apart from short film projects such as Tele-Monkey, Shadeena 
Films is also busy working on commercial projects ranging from 
TV advertising to corporate communications projects. We are also 
committed to investing in new talent and are currently seeking ways 
of supporting up-and-coming artists while supporting projects initiated 
by other local producers.

 
How important is funding for such an ambitious project?

Unfortunately funding for short films is limited, a problem faced by 
all young directors in Europe and beyond. At the same time short 
films are often a calling card, a way for young directors and producers 
to make a name for themselves and get new opportunities, so the 
production quality has to be of a very high standard, meaning that 
the budget is often considerable. Tele-Monkey was supported by 
the Malta Film Fund, which gave us a grant that covered some of 
the expenses involved in producing this short film while some of our 
partners accepted to defer the payment owed to them and others still 
supported the project by providing work or facilities in kind. 

We also received a small amount of private donations. We are 
very grateful to all for this support and at the same time take this 
opportunity to ask all those interested in animation, to have a look at 
our website and support this project through a small donation.

www.tele-monkey.com

A FIRST IN 3D ANIMATION
Tele-Monkey is a short 3D animation project produced by a talented group of freelance 
artists. The film will be premiered in February at the Empire Cinemas. Life & Style sat 
down with the producers to find out more about animated and the short film industry.


